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The sudden flurry of color and rapid spread of busy prints is the result of the new
ease of computer printing in fabric design. Pioneered by Brazilian/British design
duo Basso & Brooke, the hyper-real digital technique has spread not just among
the small experimental studios, but also to household name design houses like
Chanel and Armani, and has been featured on popular television shows such as
Project Runway. Following a discussion of how the current techniques have
revolutionized hundreds of years of screen-printing, The Print Revolution is
organized by an A-Z of keynote designers operating at this cutting edge of
fashion. Highlights include selections from Lee Alexander McQueens last full
show, a look at Mary Katrantzous innovative and exciting designs, the elegant
work of celebrity favorite Prabal Gurung, and Erdem Moralioglus feminine and
romantic designs. Accompanied by fashion photography, catwalk imagery, and
close-up details of prints and patterns, and crucially supplemented by the
designers own notebooks, impressions, quotations and influences, the book is an
invaluable reference as well as a visual delight of the inspirations and creations
that have given rise to the current explosion of interest in textile design. Tamasin
Doe began her career as deputy fashion editor at the Evening Standard. She
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later became the fashion director of InStyle magazine and coauthored Patrick
Cox: Wit, Irony, and Footwear.
This major textbook is designed for students studying textiles and fashion at
higher and undergraduate level, as well as those needing a comprehensive and
authoritative overview of textile materials and processes. The first part of the
book reviews the main types of natural and synthetic fibres and their properties.
Part two provides a systematic review of the key processes involved first in
converting fibres into yarns and then transforming yarns into fabrics. Part three
discusses the range of range of finishing techniques for fabrics. The final part of
the book looks specifically at the transformation of fabric into apparel, from
design and manufacture to marketing. With contributions from leading experts in
their fields, this major book provides the definitive one-volume guide to textile
manufacture. Provides comprehensive coverage of the types and properties of
textile fibres to yarn and fabric manufacture, fabric finishing, apparel production
and fashion Focused on the needs of college and undergraduate students
studying textiles or fashion courses Each chapter ends with a summary to
emphasise key points, a comprehensive self-review section, and project ideas
are also provided
This book deals with the important aspects of green fashion including? Animal
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Welfare in Ethical Fashion, ?Sustainable Processing of Textiles, Sustainable
design case studies, Wool Composting, Consumer behaviour in sustainable
clothing market, industrial case studies related to green fashion, etc.
The Fundamentals of Printed Textile Design explores contemporary practice in
printed textile design. It outlines the process of creating designs, looking at the
vital role played by drawing, colour, style and content. It also analyses how to
contextualise and communicate effectively in order to build a professional
portfolio, whether through traditional design staples or via a more original
approach. It examines the positions occupied by designers in the industry, and
the technical and ethical considerations of which they must be aware. In order to
design effectively, print and pattern practitioners need to understand not only how
the industry works but must also consider the cultural and economic factors that
can shape what future clients or consumers will require. This book suggests
strategies for developing an understanding of these contexts within and beyond
the fashion and textiles industry to provide an innovative resource for the
designers of today and tomorrow.
The Print Revolution
Volume 1
Textiles and Fashion
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Historical Dictionary of the Fashion Industry
Textile Print Design for Sportswear, Surfwear, and Everywear in 8 Easy Steps:
the Black and White Only Edition
The Complete Guide to Designing and Printing Fabric

With the rapid expansion of ink jet printing, textile printing and allied industries need to
understand the principles underpinning this technology and how it is currently being
successfully implemented into textile products. Considering the evolution of new print
processes, technological development often involves a balance of research across different
disciplines. Translating across the divide between scientific research and real-world
engagement with this technology, this comprehensive publication covers the basic principles of
ink jet printing and how it can be applied to textiles and textile products. Each step of the ink jet
printing process is covered, including textiles as a substrate, colour management, pretreatments, print heads, inks and fixing processes. This book also considers the range of textile
printing processes using ink jet technology, and discusses their subsequent impact on the
textile designer, manufacturer, wholesaler, retailer and the environment. Covers the
foundations and development of ink jet textile printing technology Discusses the steps of ink jet
printing from colour management to fixing processes Analyses how ink jet printing has affected
the textile industry
This illustrious guide to modern print design is, first and foremost, an art book, but serious
designers will find it to be a useful reference as well. The editors of this collection provide a
straightforward account of the development of the most influential print styles in high fashion
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around the world today. Advice, instruction, and hundreds of vibrant examples will inspire
designers with an open mind. Serigraphy and its various manifestations, digital printing, a wide
range of embroidery combinations, and thermotransference are just some of the proven,
popular print techniques described in detail. If you're just getting started, find tips on
purchasing the right equipment and keeping a print design notebook. Use the glossary of
nearly 40 different fabric types to your advantage. A substantive selection of motifs and
patterns, such as sports themes, geometric designs, and fairy tale prints, should ignite any
fashionista's imagination.
Fashion Print DesignFrom the Idea to the Final FabricSchiffer Publishing
A comprehensive, step-by-step resource for fabric design and printing̶including tips from top
designers. If youʼve ever dreamed of showing your designs on fabric, textile aficionado Kim
Kight, of popular blog True Up, is here to teach you how. Comprehensive and refreshingly
straightforward, this impressive volume features two main parts. First, the Design and Color
section explains the basics with step-by-step tutorials on creating repeating patterns both by
hand and on the computer. Next, the Printing section guides you through transferring those
designs on fabric̶whether it's block printing, screen printing, digital printing or licensing to a
fabric company̶and how to determine the best method for you. Includes extensive photos
and illustrations
Sourcing and Selection
Digital Textile Design
Textile Print Design for Sportswear, Surfwear, and Everywear in 8 Easy Steps
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Textile and Clothing Design Technology
Exploring Printed Textiles, Knitwear, Embroidery, Menswear and Womenswear
Digital Textile Design covers everything students and practitioners of
textile design will need to learn about designing and printing
digitally. Textile designers are beginning to realize the creative
potential of digital textile design and are fast catching up with
graphic designers who have taken to working digitally. New digital
textile-printing technology is enabling designers to work with an
almost unlimited palette of colors to produce work of staggering
detail in relatively short timescales. Written specifically for
textile designers, Digital Textile Design provides the know-how for
students andprofessionals who wish to use Adobe Photoshop and
Illustrator as design tools. A series of inspirational tutorials,
presented in step-by-step format, guide the reader through the process
of creating designs that will be suited to both the traditional
textile production process, and to the new industry of digital
printing onto fabric. Against the backdrop of the development of
digital print, the book discusses how designers can access this new
technique, looks at the work of those currently exploring its
possibilities, and also features the craft of embellishment that is
being used to offset the apparent flatness of print.
This Bulletin discusses the Met's extensive collection of Renaissance
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textile pattern books, used primarily by women to embroider clothes
and accessories. The practice of embroidery was seen as a virtuous
endeavor, and textile pattern books, published with great frequency
from the 1520s onward, were designed to inspire, instruct, and
encourage "beautiful and virtuous women" in this esteemed practice.
Straddling the disciplines of early printmaking, ornament design, and
textile decoration, these works help shed light on the crucial period
when the concept of fashion as a means of distinguishing individual
identity became fixed in Western society.
In the textile industry, there is a pressing need for people who can
facilitate the translation of creative solutions from designers into
manufacturing language and data. The design technologist has to
understand the elements and principles employed by designers and how
these change for various textile media. One must also have a good
understanding of the processes, materials and products for which the
textile designer is required to produce creative solutions. This book
will be for designers wishing to improve their technological
knowledge, technologists wishing to understand the design process, and
anyone else who seeks to work at this design-technology interface. Key
Features: • Provides a comprehensive information about textile
production, apparel production and the design aspects of both textile
and apparel production. • Fills the traditional gap between design and
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manufacture changing with advanced technologies. • Includes brief
summary of spinning, weaving, chemical processing and garmenting. •
Facilitates translation of creative solutions from designers into
manufacturing language and data. • Covers set of workshop activities.
Demonstrates how to turn hand-drawn motifs into digital patterns that
can be used for fabrics, offering step-by-step instructions and
illustrative screen grabs that cover topics ranging from scanning and
working with color to creating seamless patterns and preparing designs
for real-life applications. Original.
Which Degree Guide
Print: Fashion, Interiors, Art
A Fashion Industry Oriented DIY Guide
Printed Textile Design
Basics Fashion Design 02: Textiles and Fashion
From the Idea to the Final Fabric
How did Israel rise in just a few decades from a tiny, struggling country with a thirdworld economy to a highly developed technological and economic powerhouse? In
A Light from Zion, Yossi Ives provides a unique window into how Israel solved many
of its most difficult problems through striking innovations in fields including
agriculture, environment, healthcare, disaster relief, water purification, and
business. By sharing its expertise with developing countries all over the world,
Israel has helped millions of people overcome the challenges they face in their
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efforts to develop and modernize, thereby fulfilling its mission to be a light unto the
nations.
The traditional textiles of Central Asia are unknown treasures. Straddling the
legendary Silk Road, this vast region stretches from Russia in the west to China in
the east. Whether nomadic or sedentary, its peoples created textiles for every
aspect of their way of life, from ceremonial objects marking rites of passage, to
everyday garments, to practical items for the home. There were suzanis for the
marriage bed; prayer mats; patchwork quilts; bridal ensembles; bags for tea,
scissors, and mirrors; lovingly embroidered hats and bibs; and robes of every color
and pattern. Author Susan Meller has spent years assembling the 590 textiles
illustrated in this book. She documents their history, use, and meaning through
archival photographs and fascinating travelers’ narratives spanning many
centuries. Her book will be a revelation to designers, collectors, students of Central
Asia, and travelers to the region. Silk and Cotton is destined to become a classic.
The history of clothing begins with the origin of man, and fashionable dress can be
traced as far back as 25,000 years ago. Recent scientific explorations have
uncovered graves in northern Russia with skeletons covered in beads made of
mammoth ivory that once adorned clothing made of animal skin. The Ancient
Egyptians, Greeks, and Romans each made major contributions to fashion's legacy
from their textile innovations, unique clothing designs and their early use of
accessories, cosmetics, and jewelry. During the Middle Ages, 'fashion trends'
emerged as trade and commerce thrived allowing the merchant class to afford to
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emulate the fashions worn by royals. However, it is widely believed that fashion
didn't became an industry until the industrial and commercial revolution during the
latter part of the 18th century. Since then, the industry has grown exponentially.
Today, fashion is one of the biggest businesses in the world, with hundreds of
billions of dollars in turnover and employing tens of millions of workers. It is both a
profession, an industry, and in the eyes of many, an art. The Historical Dictionary
of the Fashion Industry examines the origins and history of this billion-dollar
industry. This is done through a list of acronyms and abbreviations, a chronology,
an introductory essay, a bibliography, and hundreds of cross-referenced entries on
designers, models, couture houses, significant articles of apparel and fabrics, trade
unions, and the international trade organizations.
Examines the process of creating and using fashion textiles and discusses the
processes involved in fibre production, dyeing and finishing, and explores weaving
and knitting.
The Artist Behind an Iconic American Fashion Brand, 1962-1985
Design and Development in Fashion Textiles
Quick and Easy Fabric Design Using Fresh Produce and Found Objects - Includes
Print Blocks, Textures, Stencils, Resists, and More
Fashion Print Design
An elegant collection of stories, quotations, tips & trivia from the world of style
Materials, Design and Technology

Styles come and and go, but fashion has an enduring appeal, a rich history, and an
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everyday practical relevance for millions. Launched to coincide with London
Fashion Week 2014, this book offers a host of new perspectives on a classic subject.
Professional fashion expert Amber Jane Butchart casts a quizzical eye over
fashion?s oddities, revealing the histories of such garments as the Adelaide boot, the
origins of many technical terms and a host of entertaining quotes and aphorisms
from the field?s most colourful names. Specially-commissioned line illustrations
from Penelope Beech complete the book, making it a feast for the eyes as well as
treat for the stylish soul.
An essential sourcebook of prints from a key fashion decade. The 1950s was the
decade when an analytical approach to design, with a lightness and freshness,
combined with whimsical imagery and idiosyncratic subject matter. Showcasing
hundreds of print designs, this book celebrates the heyday of postwar fashion
design. From Lucienne Day and Robert Stewart to Maija Isola of Marimekko, the
designs and influences of the print icons of the time are all covered. In addition to
finished prints, the book contains exclusive illustrations and original artworks. The
major themes of the period are explored, including: narrative and novelty;
abstraction, exploring the distorted and attenuated forms used in print; artistic
licence and the influence of contemporary art on fashion print; and finally kinetic
prints that capture the influence of the era’s ‘mobiles, doodles and spasms’. Each
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short chapter introduction is followed by a range of illustrations with captions to
give provenance and relevance, making this a unique sourcebook for contemporary
designers and students.
This lively survey of 150 years of fashion covers everything from Haute Couture to
the High Street, and developing fabric technology from silk to fleece. From Coco
Chanel to Armani and Alexander McQueen, Breward explores fashion as a cultural
phenomenon. Breward examines the glamorous world of Vogue and advertising, the
relationship between fashion and film, and fashion as a business, and goes beyond
the surface to consider our interaction with fashion. How have our ideas about
hygiene and comfort influenced the direction of style? How does our dress create
our identity and status? Details of dandies, flappers, and punks are contained within
a clear overview of the period which will make you look at your clothes in a
different light.
This is a Fashion Design Oriented Full Color DIY Guide. It is ideal for would be
designers, educators and working artists. More than 130 original color print designs
merge with 8 well defined must-do's to create a unique insider's DIY guide. This
book explains how to prepare and proceed to build truly marketable fashion
industry print designs. The author, an experienced print designer, takes the bold
step of isolating specific segments of the design process so you clearly see how to
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enter the fashion print design profession. Perhaps more unusual in a design book,
the author endeavors to highlight "how to think" as you design. We are presented
with knowledge that outlines how to anticipate and deliver solutions for the exciting
international world of fashion. There is also a Black and White ONLY Edition
available, but please be aware that ALL of that artwork is printed Grayscale.
British Qualifications
The Fundamentals of Printed Textile Design
"Fashion & Virtue: Textile Patterns and the Print Revolution, 1520–1620" The
Metropolitan Museum of Art Bulletin, v. 73, no. 2 (Fall, 2015)
Textiles from the Central Asia that Was
Fashion
Green Fashion
Lilly Pulitzer's pre-1985 resort wear is an American classic. This book introduces
for the first time the archive of drawings that were the basis for the whimsical and
timeless prints we all know and love. The brightly colored, playful prints of Lilly
Pulitzer's clothing were a staple of American fashion in the 1960s, '70s, and
'80s--worn by members of society from Palm Beach to Nantucket, actresses,
models, and stylish housewives. One could always spot a "Lilly" with its
undeniable characteristics: clean, comfortable lines; bright and vivid colors; and
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the fantastical design of its fabrics. Whether at the beach or a cocktail party,
these simple shifts for women and girls and jackets and trousers for the gents
were a preppy rite of passage. The majority of Pulitzer's fabric designs from 1962
through 1985 were based on artwork by Key West-based artist Suzie Zuzek.
These designs--monkeys sipping martinis, dancing flowers, colorful seashells, opart geometrics--were all the rage and attracted the eye of such ladies as Jackie
Kennedy, Happy Rockefeller, and Dina Merrill. This book--which is a treasure
trove of the iconic prints and contextualizes the purely American label--is a musthave for the libraries of those who love fashion and social history.
Presents a collection of more than two hundred fashion print designs from the
1960s.
The field of professional, academic and vocational qualifications is everchanging. The new edition of this practical guide provides thorough information
on all developments in these areas in the UK. Fully indexed, it includes details on
all university awards and over 200 career fields, their professional and
accrediting bodies, levels of membership and qualifications. British Qualifications
is a unique resource for human resource managers and university admissions
officers to verify the qualifications of potential employees and students.
Textiles and Fashion explores the art of creating fashion textiles, from practical
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processes including fibre production, dyeing and finishing, to construction
techniques such as weaving and knitting.
Digital Fashion Print with Photoshop and Illustrator
1980s Fashion Print
Print in Fashion
Portfolio Skills
Sourcing and Selecting Textiles for Fashion
A Light From Zion
'Print in Fashion' is the first and only book to explore cuttingedge print design for fashion through the eyes of the designer.
With interviews and studio examples from renowned fashion and
textile practitioners such as Eley Kishimoto and Jonathan
Saunders, this book guides us through the design process, looks
at sources of inspiration and considers the relationship between
fashion designer and print designer. From Paul Smith’s iconic
stripes to the signature paisleys and peacock feathers of
Matthew Williamson, Marnie Fogg explores the enduring appeal of
print design as a vital expression of the fashion design
process.
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A sourcebook of 1980s fashion print, this edition showcases
prints from a design period that is having a major revival.
Covering the whole of this decade of excess, the book includes
prints that were, for the first time, produced completely by
fashion fabric designers (not the interior print designers of
earlier eras.) The creativity of the period is given full
expression in this sourcebook of hundreds of designs that make
it an essential for contemporary designers and students. The
book contains exclusive illustrations and original artwork from
designers as well as finished prints. Each short chapter
introduction is followed by illustrations with captions to give
provenance and relevance. The prints are arranged in the
following chapters: • Glamazon: the big-hair look demanded bold,
colourful patterning that said 'Look at me' • Neon Blitz:
dazzling colour, ostentation and the influence of graffiti •
Urban Jungle: An urban take on the floral print with exotic
multi-coloured images, typified by the prints of Kenzo • Catch
The Wave: the influence of the surfing, skateboarding trends on
print with high-voltage motifs and a modern take on the Hawaiian
shirt • Radical Classical: Revisiting the past, as in all design
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eras, the 1980s appropriated Classical statues and architectural
detail Word count 8000 !-- bullets -- Hundreds of prints from
this key decade of fashion design A unique sourcebook for
designers and students Ideal for the 1980s revival in fashion
design and print Contains exclusive illustrations and original
artwork of print designers
The Complete Guide to Designing and Printing Fabric is a
comprehensive handbook covering everything there is to know
about designing and printing fabric. The book walks readers
through the entire fabric design process, from finding
inspiration, through step-by-step tutorials on how to design a
pattern (both digitally and by hand), looking at different
printing methods (such as digital printing, screenprinting,
monoprinting, stamping, stencilling, resis dying, painting and
inkjet printing), to establishing and developing a fabric
collection, and approaching a manufacturer. The Complete Guide
to Designing and Printing Fabric is full of advice from
established fabric designers with clear, easy to follow step-bystep tutorials. Textile design is a competitive industry and
learning how to design fabric is something that both designers
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and crafters with an avid interest in fabrics are keen to learn
more about. Companies such as Spoon Flower (spoon.flower.com)
have emerged,
The Fundamentals of Fashion Design provides a fully illustrated
introduction to the key elements of fashion design, from the
initial concept of a fashion idea to realizing it in 3D form.
Writing with clarity and precision, Richard Sorger and Jenny
Udale explain the entire fashion design process, including
research and design, fabrics and their properties, construction
methods and how to form and promote a collection. This third
edition has been updated to include the latest design and
construction techniques and stunning new visual examples. New
and updated interviews with practitioners working for leading
fashion brands offer key insights into succeeding in the
industry today and a preface by fashion designer and instructor
Shelley Fox introduces and contextualizes the new edition.
Exercises also help readers to discover and experiment with
design techniques first hand. Overall, this book is a rich and
dynamic resource that will inspire readers to develop their own
design work and embark on a career in fashion with confidence,
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proficiency and enthusiasm. FEATURED INTERVIEWS Mårten
Andreasson, & Other Stories Alan Humphrey Bennett, Paul Smith
Kristin Forss, Marni Barry Grainger, Timberland Louise Gray
Peter Jensen Gahee Lim Winni Lok Michele Manz, Current/Elliott
Chantal Williams, Old Navy
A Field Guide to Fabric Design
Compilation of Air Pollutant Emission Factors
Amber Jane Butchart's Fashion Miscellany
Silk and Cotton
Design, Print & Sell Your Own Fabric; Traditional & Digital
Techniques
Fashion Design: The Complete Guide

Print is an exciting and dynamic design area, with new
analogue and digital technologies opening up a wealth of
creative possibilities for designers in textile and nontextile media. Witty, hyperreal and luxurious print designs
are being used by fashion designers and in interiors, while
fine artists are harnessing the latest technology in their
work to stunning effect. This showcase of contemporary
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print designs from around the world is divided into three
key areas: fashion, interiors and art. In fashion, the book
features innovative print designs in haute couture, prêt-aporter and accessories from companies such as Prada, Issey
Miyake and Vivienne Westwood. The interiors section shows
surfaces and interior products such as wallpaper,
upholstered furniture, fabric hangings and floor coverings,
and features a wide range of designers from Marimekko in
Finland to Anna Glover in the UK. Fine-art prints and
experimental work from international artists and designers
such as Cristian Zuzunaga and Liberty Art Fabrics are
represented in the final part.
Textile Print Design For Sportswear, Surfwear, and
Everywear In 8 Easy Steps. A Fashion Design Oriented Do It
Yourself Guide. The BLACK AND WHITE ONLY EditionThe author
has reduced your cost substantially by offering this
edition with artwork printed "Grayscale". Ideal for would
be designers, educators and working artists, the 8 EASY
STEPS is a complete illustrated narrative guide. More than
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130 original print designs merge with 8 well defined mustdo's to present a unique insider's DIY guide. The author,
an experienced print designer, takes the bold step of
isolating specific segments of the design process so you
see clearly how to advance into fashion print design.
Perhaps more unusual in a design book, the author endeavors
to highlight "how to think" as you design. We are shown how
to anticipate and deliver solutions. By isolating 8 Easy
Steps and linking them to industry realities, we witness
how a designer can become a big part of the big picture.
The FULL-COLOR EDITION is also available.
From the first sketch to handling a prototype, Fashion
Design: The Complete Guide is an all-inclusive overview of
the entire design process. This second edition begins with
an exploration of fashion in the context of different
histories and cultural moments, before fashion designer,
and educator John Hopkins walks you through fashion
drawing, colour, fibres, research methods, and studio mustknows such as pattern making, draping and fitting. You'll
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also learn how to develop your portfolio and practice as a
professional designer. Each of the six chapters ends with
activities to help you hone your skills. Interviewees
include Stefan Siegel (founder and CEO of Not Just A
Label), Maggie Norris (Founder of Maggie Norris Couture and
former designer at Ralph Lauren), Samson Soboye (Creative
Director and Founder of Soboye Boutique) and Jessica Bird
(a fashion illustrator, whose clients include Vivienne
Westwood and matchesfashion.com). With discussion of the
evolving role of social media and the practicalities of
incorporating sustainability at the centre of the design
process this is an essential text for any aspiring fashion
designer.
This book explains the fundamentals of printed textile
design, from design brief through to the completed
collection, and introduces the basics of color, drawing,
composition, and repeat with a series of step-by-step
exercises and examples. Printed Textile Design helps to
demystify the design process and provides an invaluable
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guide to the study and practice of textile design. The book
includes case studies of designers working in both the
fashion and interiors sectors. It covers hand and
traditional print techniques and the latest digital print
technologies, with specially commissioned photographs of
the processes. All aspects of textile design are covered,
from sustainability to manufacturing and marketing the
finished product.
The Fundamentals of Fashion Design
The Language of Fashion Dictionary and Digest of Fabric,
Sewing and Dress
Groundbreaking Textile Design in the Digital Age
1960s Fashion Print
Professional, Vocational and Academic Qualifications in the
UK
Ink Jet Textile Printing
The Fashion Design Manual is a comprehensive introduction to the world of
fashion. It introduces the reader to the cycles and trends of fashion, the
principles and practice of fashion design, the range of techniques and skills
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required to be successful in the industry, and the economic reality of the
world of retail fashion. The Fashion Design Manual follows the path a
garment takes from sketch to sample, through production and finally via
the retail outlet to the wearer. The book is very generously illustrated with
drawings, sketches, and photographs throughout.
Written with the innovative fashion student in mind, Sourcing and Selecting
Textiles for Fashion gives a full overview of the current textile market and
shows how to apply this knowledge when creating a fashion collection.
Following a brief look at the historical growth of fashion textiles in industry
and culture, the book explores the manufacturing, design, sourcing and
end-use of fashion textiles. Natural and man-made fibres are discussed
along with current woven, knit and non-woven production methods. A
variety of industrial and custom surface design techniques including dye,
print, embellishment and fabric manipulation are covered. Trend,
inspiration, colour, creating the collection and how to enhance design
through textile choice and surface design are included. A perspective of
current innovation and sustainability is offered in each area. Colour
photographs, illustrations and designer spotlights supplement informative
text throughout the book, and the text includes a bonus section of
interviews with designers at different levels of their career and
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marketplace, focusing on how they select and source fabrics and apply
them to their designs.
Sourcing and Selecting Textiles for Fashion provides students with an
analysis of fashion textiles and instruction for their use in fashion design.
Many of the earliest books, particularly those dating back to the 1900s and
before, are now extremely scarce and increasingly expensive. We are
republishing many of these classic works in affordable, high quality,
modern editions, using the original text and artwork.
A How-to-do-it Book of Surface Design
1950s Fashion Print
Textile Print Design
Fabric Printing at Home
Suzie Zuzek for Lilly Pulitzer
Techniques, Tutorials & Inspiration for the Innovative Designer
You don't have to be a fashion designer to create your own amazing fabrics! Fabric
Printing at Home will show you how to create your own fabric prints using all of the
traditional techniques, as well as techniques using regular everyday things you find
around your kitchen! With tons of color photos, step-by-step instructions, and helpful
hints, you will be crafting your very own fabric designs in no time! Learn to make print
blocks, rubbing plates, stencils, fabric resists, and colorants from a wide range kitchen
materials. Learn how your favorite fruits and veggies will add the perfect shapes and
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textures to your fabrics, or how to use recycled materials for surface design. Before
you know it, you'll be crafting beautiful fabrics worthy of runways from common
materials in your kitchen!
The Fashion Design Manual
Why Israeli Innovation Matters to the World
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